A Lyric From the "World Peace Sing Along Song": "One more thing that you should know, your true
love is with you where everywhere you go." ( Note: This K-12 Ebook excerpt is taken from Workbook 1 )
The following two excerpts are taken from the InterActive K-12 Reading and Vocabulary Development Version
of "The New Alphabet" to help parents who want to understand or explain the lyric above about "true love".
The first excerpt below from "Teacher Tips" will explain the "in-context vocabulary help" used in this version,
and the second 5 page excerpt will explain the new science better, and why I say "One more thing that you
should know, your true love is with you where everywhere you go."
The New Peace And Learning Science Posters (both the student's and the teacher's versions) are also included
on the next two pages after the excerpts. I recommend you read the teacher's version first and then the student's
version if you like, since it may help you understand and explain the new science better. They are both
printable at low resolution (150 DPI) in this coloring workbook and are also available online at
www.newalphabet.com as collectable art from the author / artist.
First Excerpt: 2nd Teacher's Tip: "Vocabulary (words you know or are learning) Help" is included (added
to) with in-context (as used here) meanings in the text for developing (still learning) readers as shown after the
underlined words (has a line under the words) in this sentence (group of words) for over 500 words. I think you
will find that the choice of font (letter) color makes it possible (something you can do) for experienced (good)
readers to just read the black words, and for developing readers to develop (build) their vocabulary until they
can read each ebook page without using the vocabulary help.
Second Excerpt:
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Teacher Tips / Vocabulary &.Reading Help.

Welcome (Come In) To "The New Peace And Learning (Studying) Science" !

How To Find Your Electromagnetic (Like The Sun's Energy) Other Half
Section 1 - The Energy (Feelings) We Communicate (Talk And Write) With - (December 1, 1996)
The Earth's Magnetism (Like A Magnet's Energy) And My Own Magnetic Field (Feelings Energy)
Reading Help Notes For Developing (still learning) Readers: Read the black ink only unless you need
vocabulary help. Check Reading Help. for help reading the longer sentences in this 12th grade level section.

Also, "The New Science" tells about telepathic (thought) conversations (talking) with people's, animal's
and plant's electromagnetic fields (like the Sun's energy) which seemed real to me, but may not be.
Having learned about electricity (like a light bulbs energy) in 1964, about the time that my son Jomy
was born in 1979, I started trying to use magnetism (like a magnet’s energy) as my way of understanding
(knowing about) the psychic (thought) awareness (listening quietly to what I think others are thinking) I
experienced (that happened) after learning (studying) about Yoga (body and brain exercises from India) from a
book I read entitled (named) "Yoga For Modern (now in history) Living". After I felt fairly sure that I had
figured (thought) out the basis (simple rules) of the system (a way of doing something) I was sensing (feeling), I

started using some simple principles (rules or laws) of magnetism (like a magnet's energy) to see if I could learn
more about the telepathy (thought) world.
I began to think of the Earth as a primary (1st) electromagnetic field (like the Sun's energy) and myself
as a secondary (2nd) electromagnetic field (like the Sun's energy). I then developed (learned) several (a few)
ways of aligning (lining up) the two fields and of charging up (adding energy to) my small electromagnetic field
(like the Sun's energy) by using the Earth's larger electromagnetic field (like the Sun's energy). Right away, I
began to notice (see) that I could clearly increase (add to) my psychic (mental or thought) energy by using the
basic (simple) electrical principles (ideas) of magnetism (like a magnet's energy) that apply to (explain) how
two magnets can inductively (magnetically) affect (change) each other. If you've ever used a magnet to
magnetize (make a magnet of) another piece of metal like a nail or a hair pin, you know how this works.
In order to help you better understand (learn about) what I have learned to do, I am now going to show
you something new about your emotional (feelings) energy. What you will learn from this electromagnetic
(like the Sun's energy) exercise (way of moving) is a basic characteristic (idea) that I discovered (learned about)
in about 1980, which affects (changes) everybody’s electromagnetic field (like the Sun's energy). The first
exercise (work) is a simple (easy) one that should help you have an experience (something you do) that will
cause you to realize (learn) that you have a personal (your own) electromagnetic field that has a definite (clearcut) phase (like a battery has a "+" and "-"), and therefore (so) you are potentially (most likely) an electrical half
of another person's (human's) electromagnetic field which has the opposite (other) phase (like a battery has a
"+" and "-"), who would be your closest electromagnetic relative (like a brother or sister), or electromagnetic
other half. Then I will show you how I think you can find out who that is and how to attract (pull them to you
electromagnetically) them by aligning (lining up) your electromagnetic field to the Earth's electromagnetic field.
Here's how to do these electromagnetic exercises (moves), if you want to give them a try. Get a
compass (magnetic field tool) if you aren't certain (sure) which direction (way) the North Pole is from the place
where you try these exercises. If you have a compass (magnetic field tool) and the needle points in the same
direction (like towards North) as you walk around a quiet (not noisy and busy) room, then down sit in a chair
(wooden, if have one) with your head and back towards the North Pole and your legs extended (held) outwards
(away from the center) towards (at) the South Pole, with your feet together. Basically (simply put), what you
are doing is aligning (lining up) your body and personal (your own) electromagnetic field as closely as possible
(you can do) to the Earth's electromagnetic field like a compass (magnetic field tool) needle.
Once you are aligned (lined up) to the electromagnetic field of the Earth and have been still for about a
minute (60 seconds), take a deep breath and with your hands together (touching) and above the top of your
head, move your arms very slowly first towards your left side a foot or so. Then, move them slowly back to the
center and over towards your right side a foot or so. Try this a few times until you are comfortable (relaxed)
doing it. Then, take a deep breath and as your arms (hands still together) slowly make a full swing (move)
above your head in about 4 seconds from left to right and then right to left in about 4 seconds, exhale (breathe
out) slowly making a soft (quiet) steady (even) pure vowel sound (like ah in heart) as you move your arms
across the North to South centerline (a line from the North Pole to the South Pole) of the Earth's
electromagnetic field. If you want to just talk on both sides, that will work, too.
What you should notice (hear and feel) with a little practice (doing it over and over) is that your voice
resonates (sounds better) more easily when your arms are on one side or the other of the North to South
centerline, and that you can feel a subtle (slight) change as you cross the point where you are aligned exactly to
(right on) the North to South centerline. I am more open when my arms are on the right side of the North to
South centerline and my son Jomy is more open when his arms are on the left side of the North to South
centerline (in the Northern Hemisphere (half of the Earth)). To me, that means Jomy and I have opposite (the
other one of two) phase (charged) electromagnetic fields and together our two halves (½'s) would make an
electrical whole (2 ½'s = 1) if we knew how to join (hook) them together. I would also like to add that after
over 15 years of experimenting (testing) with my own electromagnetic field's energy, I now believe that
everyone has an electromagnetic mate (true love) who is their other electrical half and the opposite
electromagnetic phase (charge) and sex (boy or girl).

If you can't tell which side of North your electromagnetic field is more open on as you do this first
experiment (test), try helping a friend figure out (learn) which phase they are while both of you are aligned to
the nearest magnetic pole as closely as possible (you can do), and then have them help you by listening
(hearing) as you make a nice soft steady vowel sound for them to listen to, while you move your arms across the
North to South centerline. With a little practice (doing it again and again), you should soon figure out your own
phase (charge) as it relates to (is affected by) the Earth's electromagnetic field, and you should also realize
(learn) that you have just discovered (found out) your body has an electromagnetic field.
To help you learn how I think you can use the Earth's electromagnetic field to find out who your
electromagnetic mate is, I want you to align yourself to North (head North, feet South) and move your arms
(with your hands together) slowly (once every 2 seconds) back and forth across the North to South centerline 32
times. However, before you start this experiment (test) I first want to show you how to center your
electromagnetic field with the Earth's electromagnetic field.
One way to do that is by standing up with your back to the chair (North), and then with your arms held
straight and your hands about one foot out from the side of your legs, carefully (with care) make a slow
complete (full) revolution (turn) with your body that is counterclockwise (the other direction from how a clock's
hands turn) in the Northern Hemisphere (half of the Earth) and clockwise (the direction a clock's hands turn) in
the Southern Hemisphere (half of the Earth), as you look down, being careful not to make yourself dizzy. In
both hemispheres, you will be turning your electromagnetic field the same direction (way) that the Earth's
electromagnetic field rotates (turns) because of its electromagnetic relationship to (how it is affected by) the
Solar (our Sun's) system (planets and moons). Once you've made one revolution, sit down again in your
magnetically aligned (lined up) chair using a minimum (as little as possible) of movements (moves). Based on
my own experience, because of a natural (normal) tendency (electromagnetic pull) toward alignment, rotating
(turning) this way should center your electromagnetic field to the Earth's electromagnetic field.
A second way of centering (aligning) your electromagnetic field to the Earth's electromagnetic field is
by sitting in a chair and using a compass. Once you are aligned exactly (right on) North to South like the
compass needle, with your hands together in your lap, sit up straight (use good posture) with your legs together
and your feet straight down by your chair's front legs. Then lift your feet slightly and straightened (unbend)
your legs until they are off the floor and almost straight out in front of you, as you lean back as far as you
SAFELY can. Finally, lower your legs down until they touch the floor aligned to the North to South centerline
like your compass needle.
Because of the natural (normal) tendency (pull) towards alignment between the Earth's electromagnetic
field and your electromagnetic field, both of these methods (ways of doing something) usually (nearly always)
work even if you only come close to doing the movements correctly (move the right way). As you try these
methods (ways) of alignment (lining your energy up to the Earth's energy), you should realize (know) that in
your lifetime (the time you have lived) you have probably (most likely) centered (aligned) your electromagnetic
field many times each day through normal activity (movement).
Now that you are electromagnetically aligned to the Earth's electromagnetic field, you should move
either your arms (with the hands together), or your legs (with your feet together) left and right across the North
to South centerline at least 32 times. With practice (doing it again and again) you may notice (feel) a subtle
(slight) change in your awareness (feelings) as you cross North on the 8th, 16th, 24th and 32nd time. As your
electromagnetic field begins to charge up and with a little practice (work) at staying aligned North to South, you
should be able to move electrically back and forth across the North to South centerline by moving one hand
back and forth in front of your diaphragm (the muscle above your belly button), a few inches to each side. You
should also be able to center your electromagnetic field with the Earth's electromagnetic field just by standing
up and swinging (moving like a swing) a hand across North once with your arm straight and the hand about a
foot out from your side. This simple (easy) action (move) performed (done) with your back on the opposite
(other) side of the North to South centerline from your own phase (charge) is all you need to do to
connect (link or hook) your electromagnetic field telepathically (with thoughts and feelings) to your
electromagnetic other half (true love) once your psychic (mental or thought) energy is fairly strong.

